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Event: HWB161742 - Personal Health Insurance Seminar - Dermot Goode
Subject:
Event Overview: Well-known, independent personal health insurance expert Dermot Goode will hold a seminar for anyone

renewing their health insurance in the next 3 months (or has recently renewed their policy and is within the
14 day cooling-off period) who wishes to avoid the latest price hikes. In the seminar Dermot will present the
best deals in the market and aims to arm those attending with the necessary details to engage with the
insurers knowing what plans to ask for.

Event Objectives: This session will be of benefit to anyone who fits the following criteria; 
*   If your cover is due for renewal in the next 3 months and you�re trying to avoid the latest price hikes
*   If you�re insured on the same plan for 2 years or more or you have all the family on the same plan
*   If you want to find out the best deals, especially regarding corporate plans across the market
*   If you want to find out the best discounted offers for families and child dependents
*   If you�re looking to reduce the cost of your health cover but are worried about reducing your benefits or
changing provider
*   If you want to explore cost reduction tactics such as excesses, split cover etc. but don�t know how to go
about this
*   If you�re interested in guaranteed cover for out-patient expenses or dental costs

Event Content:
Notes: Dermot does not represent any one insurance company and will not be looking to sell anything to those

attending or take away any contact details.

This event is being hosted by Culture & Engagement, and People Development & Organisational
Effectiveness � UCD HR.

Please reserve your place and bring along your policy name on the day so Dermot can answer specific
queries.

UCD Instructor:
Instructor (External): Dermot Goode
Building: Sutherland School of Law
Room: L023 A&L Goodbody Theatre
When: 13.00 on 19-Jan-17 for 1 hours
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